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Experimentally-Enhanced Perceptions of Meaning Confer Resilience to the Interpersonal
Adversity Implicated in Suicide Risk
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Abstract
Background and Objectives
The interpersonal theory of suicide proposes that perceived burdensomeness and thwarted
belongingness (PB-TB) are proximal causes of suicidal desire. Here we test whether
experimentally induced perceptions of meaningfulness can confer resilience against interpersonal
adversity and enhance persistence, the erosion of which is a potential antecedent to suicide risk.
Methods
Undergraduate university students (N = 93) were randomly allocated to complete a team task
under conditions of high or low task-extrinsic meaning and high or low PB-TB. Participants in
the high task-extrinsic meaning condition were given the opportunity to donate to a charity as
part of their experimental participation, whereas those in the low task-extrinsic meaning
condition were not.
Results
Consistent with the buffering hypothesis that suicide resilience is active only when adversity is
heightened, participants in the high task-extrinsic meaning condition who reported higher levels
of perceived meaningfulness displayed greater willingness to persist in the face of
experimentally-induced high PB and TB compared to those in the low task-extrinsic meaning
condition and those in conditions where the interpersonal adversity was not induced (low PB and
TB).
Limitations
The meaning induction was effective only in a subset of participants. The dual induction of PB
and TB also precludes inferences about their independent causal effects on willingness to persist.
Conclusions
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Meaning-making interventions may attenuate the impact of proximal interpersonal antecedents
of suicidal desire. Enhancing resilience in this manner can potentially improve the efficacy of
prevention efforts beyond the direct amelioration of suicide risk factors.

Keywords: interpersonal theory of suicide, experimental psychopathology, meaning and purpose,
life-sustaining factors, suicide resilience
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Introduction
The interpersonal theory of suicide (ITS; Joiner, 2005) proposes that a desire for suicide

arises when two fundamental human needs are thwarted: the need to contribute and the need to
belong. These proximal causal factors manifest as perceptions that one is a burden on others
(perceived burdensomeness) and that one is lacking meaningful interpersonal connections
(thwarted belongingness). An individual experiencing heightened levels of these aversive states
views suicide as a means of escape from this interpersonal adversity. The notion of suicide as an
escape from psychological pain is reflected in several contemporary theories (e.g., Baumeister,
1990; O’Connor, Platt, & Gordon, 2011) and highlights the importance of persistence in
adversity. The current study uses an experimental paradigm (Collins, Best, Stritzke, & Page,
2016) to test the role of perceived meaningfulness as a life-sustaining factor that may increase
persistence and reduce one’s desire to escape in the face of experimentally-induced perceived
burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness.
Perceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness are associated with increased risk
for suicidal desire in diverse samples including adolescents (Barzilay et al., 2015), young adults
(Joiner et al., 2009), psychotherapy outpatients (Van Orden, Lynam, Hollar, & Joiner, 2006), and
community cohorts (Christensen, Batterham, Soubelet, & Mackinnon, 2013). Recent
experimental evidence also supports the causal effects of these constructs on desire to escape as a
potential antecedent to suicide risk and highlights the importance of resilience factors that may
protect against suicidality even when interpersonal adversity is heightened (Collins et al., 2016;
George, Collins, Cao, Stritzke, & Page, 2017). Factors conferring resilience are posited to exist
on a separate dimension to risk and serve to mitigate the impact of risk factors on subsequent
suicidality (Cheavens, Cukrowicz, Hansen, & Mitchell, 2016; Johnson, Wood, Gooding, Taylor,
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& Tarrier, 2011). Identifying modifiable resilience factors may therefore enhance the
effectiveness of suicide prevention efforts by providing targets for intervention that complement
the direct amelioration of suicidal ideation and its interpersonal antecedents (Collins, Stritzke,
Page, Brown, & Wylde, 2018).
The perception that life has meaning and is therefore worth sustaining is arguably a key
factor underlying persistence in adversity (Park, 2010). Conversely, a thwarting of the pursuit of
meaning can lead to apathy, hopelessness, and diminished motivation (Baumeister, Vohs, Aaker,
& Garbinsky, 2013; Frankl, 1959; Kashdan & McKnight, 2009; Ryan & Deci, 2000). One
pathway to meaningfulness involves possessing goals that transcend self-interest and current
circumstances (Reker, 2000). These goals form part of a framework that facilitates understanding
how life experiences, including adverse events, are part of a greater scheme (Baumeister et al.,
2013; Garland, Farb, Goldin, & Fredrickson, 2015; Reker, 2000). The ability to find meaning in
negative life experiences is acknowledged to be a powerful coping mechanism and provides a
foundation for resilience in the face of obstacles and stressors (Kashdan & McKnight, 2009;
King, Hicks, Krull, & Del Gaiso, 2006). A strong meaning framework may therefore provide a
buffer against the negative effects of interpersonal adversity on suicidal thoughts and behaviors
(Heisel & Flett, 2004; Kleiman & Beaver, 2013).
In a study of older adults, meaning in life mediated the relationship between high levels
of perceived burdensomeness and the prospective prediction of suicidal ideation, suggesting that
perceptions of burdensomeness may contribute to suicidality by reducing perceptions of meaning
(Van Orden, Bamonti, King, & Duberstein, 2012). Similarly, the presence of meaning in life
mediated the relationship between perceived burdensomeness, thwarted belongingness, and
suicidal ideation over an eight-week period (Kleiman & Beaver, 2013). Moreover, presence of
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meaning at baseline predicted reduced risk for suicidality at follow-up beyond other resilience
factors such as gratitude and social support. Thus, interventions targeting an increase in
perceptions of meaning may enhance resilience to proximal interpersonal antecedents of suicidal
desire.
One way to safely test the value of meaning-making interventions that may increase
resilience to the interpersonal adversity thought to causally underlie suicidal desire is to enhance
perceptions of meaningfulness experimentally, and to examine the effect on persistence during
conditions of experimentally-induced perceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness.
That is, rather than testing hypotheses that directly involve suicidal thoughts and behaviors, the
aim is to manipulate within a controlled environment risk and resilience variables that are
relevant to suicide and test their effects on a conceptually and theoretically relevant analogue
outcome. Specifically, the ability to persist rather than escape from situations of interpersonal
adversity is arguably a key determinant of vulnerability or resilience to the interpersonal factors
thought to underlie suicidal desire. Indeed, evidence suggests that the thwarting of fundamental
human needs for competence and relatedness has a detrimental impact on goal-directed
motivation to persist (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2000), and can lead to self-defeating
behaviors, including suicide (Tucker & Wingate, 2014; Twenge, Catanese, & Baumeister, 2002;
Van Orden et al., 2010). A decline in willingness to persist in the face of experimentallyheightened perceptions of burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness mirrors similar processes
as those thought to causally drive the desire to escape such interpersonal adversity via suicide
(Joiner, 2005).
In the current study we use the Interpersonal Persistence Task (Collins et al., 2016) to
examine the influence of perceived meaningfulness on the desire to escape from interpersonal
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adversity. We manipulate perceptions of meaningfulness by asking participants to select a
charitable cause to donate to a small amount of money provided by the experimenter as part of
their participation. The aim of this donation is to provide participants with a “silver lining” that
may enhance their ability to find meaning even when their experience of the task may be
negative (Taylor, 1989). Altruistic behaviors such as charitableness are important sources of
meaning across the lifespan by increasing one’s sense that life has purpose and value
(Baumeister et al., 2013; Hill et al., 2013; Ryan, Huta, & Deci, 2008). Moreover, altruism is
associated with greater resilience, persistence, and adaptation in the face of stress (Kashdan &
McKnight, 2009; Southwick, Vythilingam, & Charney, 2005). Thus, linking participation in the
experiment to a charitable donation may infuse the task with a sense of meaning that protects
against deficits in persistence caused by elevated perceived burdensomeness and thwarted
belongingness.
The aim was to test whether increasing perceptions of meaningfulness would buffer
desire to escape under conditions of heightened perceived burdensomeness and thwarted
belongingness (high PB-TB). It was hypothesized that participants in a condition given the
opportunity to donate to a charitable cause (high task-extrinsic meaning) would be protected
against deficits in persistence compared to participants in a condition not given an opportunity to
donate (low task-extrinsic meaning). Given perceptions of meaning are, by definition, personal
in nature (Frankl, 1959), participants receiving the task-extrinsic meaning induction would be
expected to vary in the extent to which they derive meaning from the charitable donation and the
influence this has on their perceptions of meaning during the task. Thus, we expected the
buffering effects of the meaning manipulation to vary as a function of perceived meaningfulness
during the team task, such that only participants in the high task-extrinsic meaning condition
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who also rated their level of perceived meaningfulness as high would report lower desire to drop
out of the task and escape the interpersonal adversity. In contrast, in the low task-extrinsic
condition, perceived meaningfulness ratings would be unrelated to task persistence. As the
buffering hypothesis proposes that resilience is relevant only when adversity is heightened
(Johnson et al., 2011), we expected there to be no relationship between perceived
meaningfulness and desire to quit in either high or low task-extrinsic meaning conditions when
perceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness were not induced (low PB-TB). Finally,
because negative affect can reduce persistence at goal-directed activities (Hills, Hill, Mamone, &
Dickerson, 2001), we also accounted for the influence of general psychological distress on the
desire to escape.
2.

Method

2.1

Participants
Power analyses for mixed-design analyses of variance (ANOVA) comprising one within

subjects factor with six levels (time points) and two between subjects factors (two conditions
each with two levels) and for moderated regression analyses with eight predictors (including the
interaction term) were conducted using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). For
the ANOVA, based on a power of 0.80, an alpha level of .05, and a medium effect size (f =
0.25), an estimated sample size of 76 was required to reliably detect significant main and
interaction effects. Similarly, for the moderated regression with a power of 0.80, an alpha level
of .05, and a medium effect size (f2 = 0.15), the required sample size to reliably detect a
significant interaction effect split across low and high PB-TB conditions was estimated at 43.
Therefore, the current sample provided sufficient statistical power for both sets of analyses.
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Ninety-three undergraduate students (Mage = 19.45 years, SD = 5.47, 66 females) were
recruited based on scores on a screening questionnaire assessing attitudes and behaviors towards
charitable causes (Webb, Green, & Brashear, 2000). Those scoring in the upper 40% of the
distribution, indicating a positive view of charitable causes and that helping others was important
to them, were invited. Rather than using a median split, we limited selection to those participants
clearly in the top half of the distribution (i.e., top 40%) in order to maximize the likelihood that
they would be susceptible to a meaning-making induction based on the opportunity to donate to a
charitable organization. To personalise the available charity options, participants had to have
endorsed at least one of six charity organisations on the screening measure, which were the same
six options available during the experiment.
Participants were randomly allocated to one of four experimental conditions: (1) low
perceived burdensomeness-thwarted belongingness + low task-extrinsic meaning (low PBTB/low task-extrinsic meaning); (2) high perceived burdensomeness-thwarted belongingness +
low task-extrinsic meaning (high PB-TB/low task-extrinsic meaning); (3) low perceived
burdensomeness-thwarted belongingness + high task-extrinsic meaning (low PB-TB/high taskextrinsic meaning); or (4) high perceived burdensomeness-thwarted belongingness + high taskextrinsic meaning (high PB-TB/high task-extrinsic meaning). All procedures were approved by
the University’s Human Research Ethics Committee.
2.2

Experimental Task and Procedure
We used an adapted version of the Interpersonal Persistence Task (Collins et al., 2016), a

three-player reaction-time task where participants aim to beat a target score by judging whether
two characters appearing on screen are alike or different. One point is awarded for a fast and
accurate judgment, and one point is deducted for a slow or inaccurate judgment. Points won and
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lost contribute to the participant’s individual score and also the team’s total score. The task
consists of six time blocks divided into three rounds of five trials. After each round, a summary
table is displayed showing individual scores, the team total score, and the current target score.
While participants are led to believe they are playing with two fellow students, in reality their
“co-players” are computer-controlled and points won and lost are manipulated according to odds
ratios.
2.21 Burdensomeness and Belongingness Manipulations. To manipulate perceived
burdensomeness, participants receive predetermined performance feedback. Participants in the
high PB-TB condition are told they are scoring substantially lower than their teammates, while
participants in the low PB-TB condition are told they are scoring equal to or better than their
teammates. Further, the team total score in the high PB-TB condition is always lower than the
team target score, thereby suggesting that the participant’s subpar performance is preventing the
team from reaching the goal. Belongingness is manipulated using interpersonal feedback
statements. After each time interval, participants provide feedback to, and receive feedback from,
their teammates via electronic messaging. Participants are unaware that the feedback they
receive is computer-generated. In the high PB-TB condition participants receive critical
feedback, whereas in the low PB-TB condition participants receive supportive feedback.
2.22 Participant Ratings. After receiving the co-player comments, participants rate the
extent to which: (1) they feel a burden on their fellow team members (perceived
burdensomeness); (2) the other players make them feel part of the team (belongingness); (3) they
feel their participation within the task is meaningful (perceived meaning); and (4) if they had a
choice, they would rather drop out of the task (desire to quit) on a scale from 0 (not at all true for
me) to 6 (very true for me). Relaxation/distress is also rated on a scale from 0 (relaxed) to 6
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(distressed). At the end of the task, participants rate the extent to which they found the task
interesting and made an effort to do well on a scale from 0 (not at all true for me) to 6 (very true
for me).
2.23 Meaning Manipulation. Participants in the high task-extrinsic meaning condition
were told that a proportion of a $500 donation would be made on their behalf to a charity
selected from a pool of six recognizable and reputable charities reflecting a wide range of causes
(e.g., social welfare, animal welfare, environmental protection). To increase the salience of the
manipulation (cf., Genevsky, Västfjäll, Slovic, & Knutson, 2013), a board in the testing room
displayed information sheets for each of the six charities consisting of an emotive image and a
short mission statement. Participants were also asked to reflect on the reason(s) why contributing
to their chosen charity held personal significance for them and to record this on the information
sheet. During the Interpersonal Persistence Task, participants received on-screen reminder
messages of their charitable donation after receiving co-player feedback (i.e., “Remember, a
donation will be made on your behalf to your chosen charity at the end of the experiment”).
Participants in the low task-extrinsic meaning condition were not given an opportunity to donate
to a charity and received no reminder messages during the task.
2.3

Questionnaires
2.31 Charitable Behavior Questionnaire (CBQ; Webb, Green, & Brashear, 2000). The

9-item CBQ measures attitudes towards helping behavior (e.g., “Helping troubled people with
their problems is very important to me”) and charitable organizations (e.g., “My image of
charitable organizations is positive”). Participants respond on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 5 (strongly agree), with higher scores indicating more positive attitudes towards helping
others and charitable organizations. The CBQ has good psychometric properties (Webb et al.,
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2000) and internal consistency in the current application was acceptable for both the helping
behaviors (α = .88) and attitudes toward charitable organizations (α = .75) subscales.
2.32 Need to Belong to the Team. To establish baseline desire to belong to the team,
three items were adapted from an existing scale with sound psychometric properties (Leary,
Kelly, Cottrell, & Schreindorfer, 2013). Participants indicated their level of agreement on a scale
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree), to the following statements: “When
participating in the upcoming team activities in this experiment it is important to me that: (1)
others accept me as a person; (2) others care about me as person; and (3) I feel as though I
belong.” Higher scores indicate greater desire to belong to the team. Internal consistency in the
current application was high (α = .85).
2.33 Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ; Steger, Frazier, Oishi, & Kaler, 2006). The
10-item MLQ consists of two subscales that measure the presence of, and the search for,
meaning in life. The current study utilized only the presence subscale (e.g., “I understand my
life’s meaning”), as this factor has been more consistently associated with suicide resilience in
prior research (Kleiman & Beaver, 2013). Responses range from 1 (this statement is absolutely
untrue) to 7 (this statement is absolutely true), with higher scores indicating greater meaning.
The MLQ has demonstrated sound psychometric properties in multiple prior studies, including
convergent and discriminant validity (Steger et al., 2006; Steger & Kashdan, 2007), and internal
consistency reliability in the current application was high (α = .89).
2.34 Interpersonal Needs Questionnaire (INQ; Van Orden, Cukrowicz, Witte, &
Joiner, 2012). The 15-item INQ assesses perceived burdensomeness (6 items; e.g., “I think I
make things worse for the people in my life”) and thwarted belongingness (9 items; e.g., “I feel
disconnected from other people”) on a scale from 0 (not at all true of me) to 6 (very true of me),
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with higher scores indicating greater perceptions of burdensomeness and thwarted
belongingness. The INQ has demonstrated good validity and reliability in prior studies
(Gutierrez et al., 2016; Van Orden, Cukrowicz, et al., 2012) and internal consistency estimates in
the current application were excellent for both burdensomeness (α = .91) and belongingness
(α = .90) subscales.
2.35 Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K10; Kessler et al., 2002). The 10-item K10
measures symptoms of psychological distress in the last four weeks (e.g., “About how often did
you feel depressed”) on a scale from 1 (none of the time) to 5 (all of the time). Scores range from
10 to 50 with higher scores indicating higher distress. Normative bands for K10 scores in
Australia are: low distress (10-15), moderate distress (16-21), high distress (22-29), and very
high distress (30-50; Cvetkovski, Reavley, & Jorm, 2012). The K10 has excellent psychometric
properties in large representative samples (Cvetkovski et al., 2012; Kessler et al., 2002) and
internal consistency reliability in the current application was high (α = .89).
2.36 Suicidal Behavior. Past suicidal behavior was measured using two items from the
Self-Injurious Thoughts and Behaviors Interview (SITBI; Nock, Holmberg, Photos, & Michel,
2007): “How many times in the last year have you thought about suicide?” with answers ranging
from 1 (never) to 6 (almost every day); and “How many times in your lifetime have you made an
actual attempt to kill yourself in which you had at least some intent to die?” with answers
ranging from 0 (never) to 5 (five or more times). The SITBI has demonstrated good psychometric
properties, including when administered in self-report format (Latimer, Meade, & Tennant,
2013).
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Procedure
To increase the plausibility of the manipulation, two participants (or a participant and a

confederate of the researcher) completed the experiment concurrently in adjacent testing booths
and were told there was a third player in the laboratory down the hall. After initial briefing,
participants provided informed consent and completed the Need to Belong Measure. During the
initial briefing, participants allocated to the high task-extrinsic meaning condition reviewed an
information board and chose one charity from six options. They then briefly reflected on why the
charity held personal significance for them and recorded this on the charity information sheet.
The charity information sheet was then displayed beside the computer throughout the experiment
as a visual reminder of the meaningful outcome.
Following the main task, participants completed the questionnaires via online software. A
suspicion probe was then administered, consisting of two open-ended questions (“Do you have
any comments about the experiment?” and “Do you have any comments about your
teammates?”) designed to identify participants who may have guessed the nature of the study
design. Participants were then debriefed and given contact details of support services.
3.

Results

3.1

Data Screening and Participant Characteristics
Data were normally distributed and no univariate outliers were identified. Two cases

were identified as multivariate outliers, however the exclusion of these participants did not alter
the outcomes of any subsequent analyses. Descriptive statistics for the questionnaire data are
displayed in Table 1. The Need to Belong score was high, suggesting a strong baseline desire to
belong to the team during the subsequent team task. Consistent with other undergraduate samples
(Collins et al., 2016, 2018), K10 scores indicated moderate levels of psychological distress.
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Thirty-five individuals (37.6%) had thought about suicide at least once in the past year and eight
(8.6%) had made at least one suicide attempt in their lifetime.
Table 1
Sample Descriptive Statistics
Variable

M

SD

Need to belong

4.02

0.80

Presence of meaning in life

4.79

1.25

Perceived burdensomeness

0.64

0.86

Thwarted belongingness

1.13

0.99

Psychological distress

20.29

6.08

3.2

Manipulation Checks
Nine participants whose responses on the suspicion probe suggested that they may have

guessed the nature of the study design were excluded from subsequent analyses. Mixed-design
ANOVA were conducted to check that the experimental manipulation had the intended effects
on burdensomeness and belongingness ratings.
3.21 Perceived burdensomeness. A 2 × 2 × 6 mixed-design ANOVA examined the
effects of condition (high/low PB-TB) and meaning manipulations (high/low task-extrinsic
meaning) across time (blocks 1-6) on perceived burdensomeness. There was a significant main
effect of condition, F(1, 80) = 314.60, p < .001, η2partial =.78, confirming that the PB-TB
manipulation successfully induced perceived burdensomeness (Figure 1A). There was also a
Condition × Time interaction, F(3.89, 311.08) = 7.86, p < .001, η2partial =.09. In the high PB-TB
condition, burdensomeness ratings were higher and increased over time, F(3.51, 150.82) = 4.52,
p = .003, η2partial = .10, whereas in the low PB-TB condition, burdensomeness ratings were lower
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and decreased over time, F(2.91, 96.67) = 5.26, p = .003, η2partial = .12. There were no significant
effects of task-extrinsic meaning manipulation (p’s > .05).

A)

Low Meaning / Low PB-TB
High Meaning / Low PB-TB
Low Meaning / High PB-TB
High Meaing / High PB-TB

Burdensomeness

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Time
B)

Low Meaning / Low PB-TB
High Meaning / Low PB-TB
Low Meaning / High PB-TB
High Meaing / High PB-TB

Belongingness

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

Time

Figure 1. Interpersonal Persistence Task ratings. Panel A shows mean burdensomeness and Panel B
shows mean belongingness. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

3.22 Thwarted belongingness. A 2 × 2 × 6 mixed-design ANOVA examined the effects
of condition (high/low PB-TB) and meaning manipulations (high/low task-extrinsic meaning)
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across time (blocks 1-6) on belongingness ratings. A significant main effect of condition, F(1,
80) = 289.52, p < .001, η2partial = .78, confirmed that the PB-TB manipulation successfully
diminished belongingness as intended (Figure 1B). There was also a significant Condition ×
Time interaction, F(3.44, 275.33) = 24.78, p < .001, η2partial = .24. Figure 1B shows that
belongingness ratings significantly decreased over time in the high PB-TB condition, F(3.19,
137.20) = 28.83, p < .001, η2partial = .40, but remained consistently high in the low PB-TB
condition, F(2.79, 93.28) = 1.81, p = .153, η2partial = .05. There were no significant effects of
task-extrinsic meaning manipulation (p’s > .05).

3.3

Perceived Meaning as a Moderator of Persistence Under Conditions of
Interpersonal Adversity and High Task-Extrinsic Meaning
Descriptive statistics for perceived meaningfulness and task persistence are displayed in

Table 2. A 2 × 2 × 6 mixed-design ANOVA examined the effects of condition (high/low PB-TB)
and meaning manipulations (high/low task-extrinsic meaning) across time (blocks 1-6) on the
desire to quit. There were significant main effects of PB-TB condition, F(1, 82) = 53.23, p <
.001, η2partial =.39, and time, F(3.32, 271.95) = 14.78, p < .001, η2partial =.15, which were qualified
by a significant Condition × Time interaction, F(3.32, 271.95) = 22.12, p < .001, η2partial =.21.
Desire to quit was significantly greater and became stronger over time in the high PB-TB
condition, F(3.47, 152.63) = 24.99, p < .001, η2partial =.36, but remained consistently low in the
low PB-TB condition, F(2.49, 94.80) = 1.68, p = .185, η2partial =.04.
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Table 2
Perceived Meaningfulness and Persistence (Desire to Quit) Ratings Averaged Across the
Six Time Blocks by PB-TB Condition and Task-Extrinsic Meaning Condition
Low PB-TB

High PB-TB

Low
Meaning
M (SD)

High
Meaning
M (SD)

Low
Meaning
M (SD)

High
Meaning
M (SD)

Perceived Meaningfulness

4.86 (1.25)

5.28 (0.85)

2.40 (0.93)

2.38 (1.34)

Desire to Quit

0.66 (1.07)

0.41 (0.80)

2.60 (1.58)

3.23 (2.04)

Note. PB = Perceived Burdensomeness; TB = Thwarted Belongingness

To test our primary hypothesis that manipulated perceptions of meaning would confer
resilience against experimentally-induced perceived burdensomeness and thwarted
belongingness, we examined the relationship between perceived meaningfulness ratings and
desire to quit (persistence) as a function of high/low meaning condition using the PROCESS
macro for SPSS specifying 5,000 bias-corrected 95% confidence interval bootstrap samples
(Hayes, 2013). The analysis was first isolated within the high PB-TB/low task-extrinsic meaning
and high PB-TB/high task-extrinsic meaning conditions (i.e., where the interpersonal adversity
was experimentally induced). Average perceived meaningfulness was the independent variable,
low/high task-extrinsic meaning condition (dummy coded: low meaning condition = -1, high
meaning condition = 1) was the moderator variable, and mean desire to quit was the outcome
variable. Mean interest, effort, distress, burdensomeness, and belongingness ratings were entered
as covariates. The overall model explained 63.62% of the variance in persistence, F(8, 36) =
8.38, p < .001, with meaning condition, effort, and burdensomeness significant unique predictors
(Table 3). The meaningfulness rating by high/low task-extrinsic meaning condition interaction
term explained an additional 8.78% of the variance in persistence, F(1,36) = 6.87, p = .013. This
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interaction is depicted in Figure 2A. Simple slope analyses confirmed that meaningfulness
ratings were a strong positive predictor of task persistence in the high task-extrinsic meaning
condition (R2 Linear = .54, t = -3.21, p = .003) but not in the low task-extrinsic meaning condition
(R2 Linear = .02, t = -.12, p = .91).

A) High PB-TB Condition

B) Low PB-TB Condition

Figure 2. Persistence (desire to quit) as a function of perceived meaningfulness ratings and high/low taskextrinsic meaning conditions. The lines are regression slopes for the simple effects. Panel A shows that
under conditions of heightened interpersonal adversity (high PB-TB), higher perceived meaningfulness
predicts lower desire to quit in the high, but not low, task-extrinsic meaning condition. Panel B shows that
when interpersonal adversity is absent (low PB-TB), there is no relationship between perceived
meaningfulness and desire to quit in either high or low task-extrinsic meaning conditions.

Repeating the analysis in the low PB-TB/low task-extrinsic meaning and low PBTB/high task-extrinsic meaning conditions (i.e., where no interpersonal adversity was
experimentally induced) showed there was no effect of meaning manipulation condition and the
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meaningfulness rating by high/low task-extrinsic meaning condition interaction term was nonsignificant, F(1,30) = .05, p = .83 (see Table 3 and Figure 2B). Thus, when interpersonal
adversity was low, there was no relationship between perceived meaningfulness and desire to
quit in either high or low task-extrinsic meaning conditions.

Table 3
Moderated Regression Analyses Predicting Persistence (Desire to Quit) Across High and
Low PB-TB Conditions
High PB-TB
Predictor

b

SE b

t

p

Interest

0.19

0.18

1.08

.288

Effort

-0.59

0.14

-4.23

.002

Distress

-0.01

0.19

-0.01

.989

Burdensomeness

0.76

0.22

3.37

.002

Belongingness

0.16

0.35

0.48

.641

Meaning Condition

1.70

0.53

3.23

.003

Meaningfulness Ratings

-0.60

0.30

-2.01

.052

Meaning Condition x Meaningfulness Ratings

-0.56

0.21

-2.62

.013

b

SE b

t

p

Interest

-0.11

0.20

-0.54

.590

Effort

-0.32

0.37

-0.86

.396

Distress

0.28

0.19

1.47

.152

Burdensomeness

0.24

0.29

0.83

.413

Belongingness

0.12

0.68

0.17

.866

Meaning Condition

-0.02

0.12

-0.16

.870

Meaningfulness Ratings

-0.21

0.34

-0.62

.538

Meaning Condition x Meaningfulness Ratings

0.03

0.20

0.14

.890

Low PB-TB
Predictor

Note: PB = Perceived Burdensomeness; TB = Thwarted belongingness
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Discussion
The aim of the current study was to examine whether manipulated perceptions of

meaningfulness can enhance resilience to perceived burdensomeness and thwarted
belongingness. While this approach does not directly test hypotheses concerning suicidal
thoughts and behaviors, it does enable the manipulation and testing under controlled conditions
of variables that are posited to be causal and proximal antecedents to suicidal desire. As
predicted, participants in the high task-extrinsic meaning condition who rated higher levels of
perceived meaningfulness displayed greater persistence in the face of heightened perceived
burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness. Conversely, in the low task-extrinsic meaning
condition where participants were not given the opportunity to contribute to a charity and in the
conditions where this interpersonal adversity was not induced, perceived meaningfulness was
unrelated to task persistence. The moderating effects of task-extrinsic meaning explained unique
variance in desire to quit while controlling for the effects of perceived burdensomeness, thwarted
belongingness, and general psychological distress. These findings are consistent with previous
evidence linking meaning with greater persistence, adaptation, and recovery in the face of stress
(Kashdan & McKnight, 2009; Park & George, 2013; Ryan et al., 2008; Southwick et al., 2005),
and importantly, longitudinal research showing meaning in life predicts lower suicidal ideation
over an eight week period above and beyond the ITS risk factors (Kleiman & Beaver, 2013). The
current experimental evidence complements these previous longitudinal findings by showing
manipulated perceptions of meaning confer protection against the deleterious effects of
interpersonal adversity on willingness to persist, the erosion of which is a potential antecedent to
suicide risk.
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The current findings reinforce the notion that life-sustaining factors play an important
role in buffering the effects of interpersonal antecedents to suicidal desire. Contemporary
theories of suicide, including the ITS, should therefore consider the role of life-sustaining factors
in order to provide a more comprehensive account of suicidal behavior. Such a model might
include factors such as mindfulness, perceived meaning, and zest for life situated along a
common pathway to suicide resilience. Attending to the present moment with openness and
acceptance can increase one’s ability to find meaning in adversity and to pursue valued goals
with grit (c.f., Duckworth, Peterson, Matthews, & Kelly, 2007; Garland et al., 2015). Striving
towards personal goals may in turn increase vitality and engagement with life as one perceives
one has a reason for living (Frankl, 1988). This enhanced engagement with and zest for life
might provide an important counterbalance to the death-promoting effects of interpersonal
adversity and in doing so confer resilience to suicidality (Collins et al., 2018). In a clinical
context, existing evidence-based treatments such as Behavioral Activation (Jacobson, Martell, &
Dimidjian, 2001) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT; Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson,
2011) already focus on enhancing engagement with life by increasing access to sources of
positive reinforcement in the environment and encouraging values-guided action. These
approaches provide a ready-made template for clinicians seeking to enhance suicide resilience in
the form of meaningful engagement with life.
The current study had some limitations that suggest directions for future research. First, it
is important to note that the meaning intervention was successful in buffering the effects of
interpersonal adversity only to the extent that the charity donations were perceived as meaningful
and relevant to participation in the goal-directed activity being undertaken. The literature
suggests that what an individual considers meaningful is deeply personal (Brandstätter,
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Baumann, Borasio, & Fegg, 2012; Frankl, 1959) and thus, although we attempted to personalize
the induction, imposing a single source of meaning (i.e., a contribution to one of six pre-selected
charities) in the current experimental context was apparently insufficient to enhance perceptions
of meaning in some individuals. This would be consistent with literature showing that when
extrinsic motivators are not freely chosen or lack personal significance, the fundamental need for
autonomy is thwarted, leading to diminished motivation in goal-directed activities (Deci & Ryan,
2000). Further, while in the current context the meaning manipulation focused on altruistic
behavior, this type of intervention might not have the same strength as other activities such as
volunteering or having a career that one is passionate about. These findings highlight the
importance of tailoring meaning-making interventions to the individual to ensure goals and
activities are chosen and pursued with autonomy. Future studies might allow participants to
select a personal reason for participating in the task and in doing so potentially increase the
effectiveness of the intervention (c.f., Branstetter-Rost, Cushing, & Douleh, 2009). A second
potential limitation was the selection of participants who viewed contribution to charitable
causes as positive and important. While this approach was adopted in order to increase the
likelihood that selected participants would be susceptible to the meaning manipulation, it is also
possible that individuals with these pre-existing characteristics are already more resilient to
perceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness. A third limitation is that the dual
induction of perceived burdensomeness and thwarted belongingness in the current application
means the independent effects of these constructs on task persistence cannot be determined.
Although the ITS proposes that it is the joint presence of the interpersonal factors which drives
suicidal desire, recent reviews point to a more complex picture where perceived burdensomeness
may exert a stronger effect on suicidal desire compared to thwarted belongingness (Chu et al.,
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2017; Ma, Batterham, Calear, & Han, 2016) but thwarted belongingness may be more relevant as
a predictor of suicidal behavior in the context of acquired capability for suicide (Chu et al.,
2017). Future research could independently manipulate the ITS risk factors in order to tease apart
their independent and interactive effects on desire to escape.
In conclusion, the current study found that manipulated perceptions of meaningfulness
confer protection against desire to escape in the face of heightened perceived burdensomeness
and thwarted belongingness. This suggests that interventions designed to increase one’s sense
that life has meaning and purpose could make a valuable contribution to suicide prevention. The
current findings also highlight that contemporary theories of suicide should account for the role
of life-sustaining factors such as perceived meaning in order to increase the specificity of their
causal predictions.
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